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NELK Thesis Guidelines 
 

While each project is highly individual, the following guidelines provide a general 
outline for how to approach and plan your BA/MA thesis or “Zulassungsarbeit” project, 
not least to prevent any complications in the final stages of your studies that could 
impede your graduation. Make sure to stay in touch with your advisor throughout the 
entire process and openly communicate any difficulties or potential delays when they 
occur. This way, they can help you find a solution before any missed deadline. 
 

Bachelor’s & Master’s Theses 
 
A BA thesis in Literary and Cultural Studies must be written in English and should have 
between 40 and 45 pages of text plus a Works Cited list. Once you have officially 
registered your thesis via the “Themenausgabe” (Prüfungsamt), you have two months 
to complete it. A MA thesis has 60 to 80 pages text plus a Works Cited list and you have 
six months to write and submit it once it has been registered. 
 The time specifications in the following tell you when you should complete which 
step at the latest. If possible, start the process earlier rather than later to avoid 
unnecessary stress and time pressure along the way. 
 
1. Brainstorm Topics 
While it is generally not possible to extend a previous term paper into a BA or MA thesis, 
seminars you have taken in the past can be a good starting point for ideas on possible 
topics. Were there novels, TV shows, films, etc. you found interesting? Did you like a 
specific topic, theoretical approach or conceptual framework? Collect ideas and do 
some preliminary research on the topic to see if and what has been written on it so far. 
Consult the NELK Research Guide if you are uncertain how to find good academic 
sources on your topic (see NELK homepage / Downloads). 
 
2. Find an Advisor  
About 6 months (BA) or 10 months (MA) prior to your anticipated graduation date, you 
should consult with a possible advisor (“Erstgutacher:in”) in office hours to discuss a 
potential topic and a rough timeline for your project. The advisor must at least have a 
doctorate and should work in the subject area in which you want to write your thesis. 
If the lecturer cannot supervise your project, they will refer you to other potential 
advisors. In NELK, following your consultation with your advisor, you will be signed up 
for the Directed Studies group in Digicampus where you will find all necessary 
materials, links and meeting times for thesis candidates.  
 During the initial or a follow-up meeting, you will discuss the topic in more detail 
with your advisor, including possible approaches, a working title (which you will need 
for registering the project), and a potential second reader (“Zweitgutachter:in”) who 
will provide a second evaluation of your thesis.  
 After this meeting, begin your in-depth research on the agreed-upon topic. Make 
sure to gain a good overview over relevant secondary sources and create a 
preliminary table of contents as an outline before registering your project. Your outline 
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can still change as your project develops, but it gives you the necessary structure for 
writing your thesis in the permitted time frame. 
 
3. Write and Present Your Research Proposal/Exposé 
Once you have a solid research overview, write a proposal/exposé on your project. 
NELK offers a proposal writing workshop via the Directed Studies group every semester. 
Your proposal will function as a basis of discussion and a blueprint for your thesis. It is 
usually 4-5 pages for a BA thesis and 8-10 for a MA thesis and should contain the 
following: 
 

• title page 
• (preliminary) table of contents 
• statement of the research problem in relation to your primary material 
• details on your approach as well as relevant concepts 
• overview of the most important existing research on your topic  
• outline of your research questions and your (preliminary) thesis 
• research bibliography in MLA format (see Style Sheet!) 
• project timeline 

 
Submitting an exposé to your advisor is a prerequisite for registering your project. 
Projects will be presented and discussed in Directed Studies meetings. You will also 
receive detailed feedback in office hours with your advisor. Preparing a solid proposal 
will ensure that you can complete your project successfully in the given timeframe.  
  
4. Prepare and Submit the “Protokoll über die Themenausgabe” (Prüfungsamt) 
After having received feedback on your proposal and—if necessary—having made 
necessary improvements, submit the “Themenausgabe” to your advisor to register 
your thesis. This should be done at the latest about 3 months (BA) or 7 months (MA) 
before your anticipated graduation date. 
 By handing in the signed “Protokoll über die Themenausgabe” at the Prüfungsamt, 
you officially register your project. You can register your project at any point during the 
semester. Once you receive the letter from the Prüfungsamt with your official deadline, 
the two-month (BA) or six-month (MA) working period begins. Make sure to only register 
your project when you are certain that you can actually complete it in the respective 
time frame. Note: On the “Themenausgabe,” you can select “working title” in case 
you might want to slightly alter your title (e.g., by adding a subtitle or quote), but the 
topic has to remain the same! Make sure to discuss any changes with your advisor.  
 
6. Writing Your Thesis 
During the process of writing your thesis, it is recommended to check in with your 
advisor regularly during office hours and to discuss any questions or unexpected 
difficulties. Always make sure to keep your Table of Contents and your Works Cited list 
up to date and have them at hand for consultation sessions! 
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An academic thesis should contain the following: 
  

• Title Page 
• Table of Contents  
• A concise introduction (ca. 10% of final page count). The introduction is usually 

drafted from a revised version of your proposal.  
• A theoretical and/or contextual chapter in which you outline and discuss 

relevant aspects for the analysis of your primary material(s).   
• Analysis, discussion and interpretation of primary material (close reading, 

comparison of materials, etc.), drawing on the theoretical and/or conceptual 
framework established in the previous chapter(s). Make sure your analysis yields 
interpretive insights and is placed in dialogue with existing research on the 
topic.  

• A concise conclusion summarizing your findings and positioning your analysis 
and interpretation. You can also provide an outlook for further research.  
 

For layout and referencing, make sure to follow the Style Guide for Literary and Cultural 
Studies. Cite your sources and prepare your Works Cited list in MLA format. Pay 
attention to grammar, academic writing and proper referencing. You might also want 
to check your draft in PlagScan to make sure you have included all references.   
 
7. Final Q&A    
In the final stage of writing your thesis, arrange an office hour with your advisor to talk 
about any remaining questions or uncertainties. Plan at least one week for final 
revisions (e.g., spell-checking, layout, citations and Works Cited list). 
 
8. Thesis Submission   
You have to hand in two physical (glue-bound) copies of your thesis, each with a 
digital PDF copy (ideally on a CD in an envelope glued to the last page of your thesis, 
alternatively a flash drive) at the Prüfungsamt at the very latest by your official 
deadline. 
 
Note: If your official deadline is calculated past the end of your final semester 
(31.03./30.09.), you must hand in your thesis by the end of the semester! Make sure to 
not exceed your maximum number of semesters!  
 
Correction Phase 
Your primary and secondary advisors have two months (BA)/three months (MA) to 
review your thesis. Once both have submitted their reports, you will be notified about 
your grade via Studis. Only then you can request your certificate (it will not be issued 
automatically!). The “Zeugnisantrag für Bachelorarbeiten/Masterarbeiten” can be 
found on the website of the Prüfungsamt. Before you receive your degree certificate, 
you can usually use your Transcript of Records (which can be requested via STUDIS) for 
official purposes such as applications.  
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“Zulassungsarbeit” 
 
A Zulassungsarbeit (“Zula”) in Literary and Cultural Studies is very similar to a Bachelor’s 
thesis. It also has to be written in English and contains 40-45 pages text plus a Works 
Cited list. While the general process for developing your project is identical with the 
one described for a BA thesis above, the registration process and the time frame for 
your project are different and depend on which semester you are in, how many credit 
points you have obtained and when you will write your state exam (“Erste 
Staatsprüfung”). You might, for example, have to apply for an extension. Hence, make 
sure to carefully check the following websites for details on how to proceed: 
 
ZLbiB – Schriftliche Hausarbeit (Zulassungsarbeit) 
https://www.uni-
augsburg.de/de/forschung/einrichtungen/institute/zlbib/studium/faqs/zula/ 
Prüfungsamt – Staatsexamen: Anträge und weitere Informationen 
https://www.uni-augsburg.de/de/studium/organisation-beratung/pruefungen/infos-
und-antrage/lehramt-staatsexamen/ 
 
Your advisor must be authorized to supervise a Zulassungsarbeit. At the latest one year 
before you plan to register for the state exam, you will have to agree on a topic with 
your advisor. You can then follow the steps outlined above to develop your project.  
 
Submssion 
Submit your Zula with the respective “Aufkleber” for your school type, the form 
“Empfangsbestätigung” as well as the document for the “Gutachten.” You also need 
to include a form that attests that you have you written your Zula independently, using 
only the materials cited, including any illustrations and other (visual) material. Unlike a 
BA or MA thesis, your Zula is submitted directly to your advisor, at the very latest by the 
deadline for the state exam (August 1st if you want to take the state exam in the spring 
of the following year and February 1st for the state exam in the fall of the following 
year). In case you need an extension, you have to apply for this with your supervisor 
well ahead of those dates via the form “Zustimmung zur Gewährung eines 
Nachtermins für die Abgabe der schriftlichen Hausarbeit.” Your advisor has to confirm 
your submission via the form “Empfangsbestätigung,” which you need to submit to the 
Prüfungsamt. All forms and documents are available via the Prüfungsamt link above! 
Your advisor will submit your Zula and the report with your grade by December (for the 
state exam in spring) or June (for the state exam in fall). 
 
 


